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Background
During the past few years, several Harvard paper

surveys were converted to Web surveys. These were
high-profile surveys endorsed by the Provost and the
Dean of the College, and covered major portions of the
university population (all undergraduates, all graduate
students, tenured and non-tenured faculty). When
planning for these surveys started in 2001, Web surveys
were still avant-garde. Dillman’s 2000 edition of his classic
Mail and Internet Surveys: The Tailored Design Method
devoted only 29 of 450 pages to Web surveys, indicative
of the small size of the collected body of knowledge
about Web surveys at that time.  We did not have a good
practical manual to guide us in the Web survey process,
so we wrote our own.

We have delivered versions of this paper at various
conferences and at each venue, received a big group of
professionals seeking ways to get started, or needing
tips to refine their own processes.  Since 2001, our group
has done several Web surveys together at Harvard,
using a variety of software packages. We also have
drawn upon the growing body of literature now available
on Web surveys.

In this paper, we will begin farther back in the process
with how the survey projects were conceptualized and
enacted in a complex university environment.  We then
take you through many organizational and technical
aspects of doing a Web-survey.  Along the way, we talk
about some emerging issues surrounding survey
research, such as privacy and incentives.

Critical Background Questions
The beginning of our project was similar to the

beginning of all survey projects. There were four
predominant reasons for conducting the surveys:

Table 1
Reasons to Do a Survey

Top-Down
University administration wants
to know more about a
population or subject area
before formulating a
recommendation.

University administration wants
to make a policy or business-
practice change, and needs
data to support
recommendation

Bottom-Up

University participates in
consortial project to have peer
information.

Consortial
Project

University repeats previous
survey to have trend data for
decision-making.

Trend Data
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For each project, the critical background questions
were the same:

The two survey projects that stemmed from the Harvard
Office of Instructional Research and Evaluation were
established consortial or trend-data surveys which already
received support from the Dean of the College and had
long-standing audiences for the survey results.  However,
a decision was made to switch both types of surveys
from paper surveys to Web surveys.

The two surveys initiated by Harvard Real Estate
Services (HRES) had more complex origins3. The HRES
staff traditionally conducted triennial surveys on housing
and transportation topics.  These surveys focused on
different university populations with the aim to collect
updated demographic information, information on current
housing decisions and satisfaction, and information about
the demand and need for Harvard housing and
transportation services.  An earlier incarnation of one of
the surveys, the 2001 Harvard Graduate Student Housing
Survey, was a paper survey. There was a need for trend
data, more complete coverage of the topic (and thus, a
redesigned survey), and a desire for a more streamlined
administration via the Web. The Provost’s Advisory
Committee on Housing recognized a need to understand
faculty need and demand for housing and housing
services, and the Committee recommended that a survey
be undertaken in the spring of 2003 for the first time.
Again, a decision was made to conduct the 2003 Faculty
Housing and Transportation Survey via the Web.

Building a Survey Team
For the two original-design HRES survey projects, the

members of the HRES Core Survey Team were charged
with four tasks outlined in Table 3.

To supplement HRES’s own expertise, several different
types of consultants were retained to help with each
survey (see Table 4).  In addition, because the two HRES
surveys were expected to have many and varied
audiences for the results, a decision was made to establish

different internal survey teams and advisory groups to
secure buy-in to the survey effort from various levels
within the university. For example, the Advisory
Committee for the Faculty Survey was explicitly
established to help the survey effort in that each member
could be a spokesperson within his or her department or
school to other administrators and faculty. In addition,
the establishment of a committee would help get the
attention of the top decision-makers. The Advisory
Committee was also helpful in reviewing wording that
needed to be precise and appropriate for the respondent
community (in particular, acronyms and building, place,
and office nicknames).

Harvard Real Estate Services Faculty Survey project
ultimately included four teams:

Table 4
2003 Harvard Faculty Housing

and Transportation Survey Team

Table 2
Critical Background Questions

Table 3
Charge to Core Team Members
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General Roles and Responsibilities
of Survey Team Members

For any survey project, there are a number of survey
functions that must be covered, and it is not uncommon
for survey team members to have overlapping duties.
With paper surveys, an institutional researcher might do
all the work alone “from A to Z,” including pre-survey
tasks such as copying the survey instrument, stuffing
and stamping, and walking it to the Post Office. By
contrast, Web surveys involve tasks that require
specialized skills and it is more likely that there would be
at least two people involved — a survey research specialist
and an information technology specialist.

Defining s urvey c ontent.  (Led by content specialist
and survey researcher.) If the project involves an original
survey, a large portion of the survey effort should be
devoted to defining the survey content.  Issues of policy-
level importance to the university will likely inform the
content.  It is important to focus on the questions that
your audiences need answers to in order to inform

Table 5
Roles and Responsibilities of Survey Team Members

decision-making; questions should yield results that are
useful, not simply interesting . In addition, if you have
multiple audiences for your survey, each with their own
agenda, take care to combine only related topics into a
single survey at the risk of frustrating your respondent
population.

Some tips for defining survey content are in Table 6 on
page 4.  (Tips for programming Web survey questionnaires
are found in Questionnaire Design.)

Choosing Web Surveys over Paper Surveys
Although this paper presumes that you made the

decision to use a Web survey, it is helpful to be able to
defend this decision. At some universities, students, staff
and faculty expect campus communication to take place
via the Web, and survey respondents appreciate the
convenience of Web surveys.  However, there are certain
populations and scenarios where Web surveys may not
be the best option. The advantages and disadvantages of
web surveys are in Table 7 on page 4.
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Table 7
Advantages and Disadvantages of Web Surveys

Table 6
Tips on Defining Survey Content

Selection of Survey Population
As anyone who has ever done government reporting,

created a university factbook, or responded to a data
request on population numbers knows, there is more
than one way to define a population of students, faculty,
alumni, parents, and staff.  It is, of cour se, important to
get the survey to the correct people, but it is also important
to be able to document and, possibly, replicate the
population selection in order to calculate the survey
response rate. Often, an HR or IT person who is unfamiliar
with the survey goals is the one who works with the
administrative database to select the population and
creates the e-mail list. Build the survey in a way to
double-check the population selection; for example, you
might summarize the background data of the population

and compare it to a factbook table, or search the database
to make sure that people in a specific category are
excluded.  Here are five population selection pitfalls we
encountered:

1. Be careful to exclude the non-resident population if
inappropriate for survey goals (e.g., overseas
students, faculty on sabbatical).  Example: if you are
designing questions that get at current satisfaction
with or use of local resources, stick to the “on
campus” population. Note that a university e-mail
address can mask the fact that the recipient is at a
remote location, so it might be helpful to also screen
by mailing address.
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2. For a survey of parents, you must decide if you will
survey divorced parents separately, or only one
parent per student.

3. Will the list of respondents change during the
lifespan of the survey (e.g., any student enrolled in
a class throughout the term, vs. all students enrolled
in a class as of the opening day of class), or even
from the time you select the population to the
beginning of the survey? For example, if you
intended to survey all students, might late-enrolling
students be coming to you to complain that they
were excluded from the survey?

4. Select on the proper variable to define your
population.  In one project with which we are familiar,
a university variable that was thought to distinguish
Ph.D.s from other degree-seeking students was

used, only to learn that this variable was not valid
for one of the university schools. Thus, in that school,
M.A. students were inadvertently surveyed along
with Ph.D. students.

5. It is important to provide a background dataset with
IDs and demographic information on all recipients
for response-rate analysis, analysis of
representativeness of the respondent population,
and any merging of survey responses with
background data.  Keep this file for reference.

Designing a Web Survey

Questionnaire Design
The presiding rule of questionnaire design is to make

it simple for the respondent to complete. The questionnaire
should be “eye candy”—pleasing to look at, clear in

Table 8
Tips on Web Questionnaire Design
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layout and meaning, flowing in structure, easy to complete.
No incentive is high enough to induce respondents to
waste their time on a confusing and frustrating
questionnaire!  There has been a lot written over the
years on tips for paper questionnaire design, and many
of these rules still apply for a Web questionnaire.

However, designing a questionnaire for the Web has
some additional and unique challenges.  For one thing,
everything is bigger and closer on the Web.  Things that
are out of line look particularly jarring, and font and color
clashes are right there to confront the respondent. A
growing body of literature points to the variation in
responses that result from different visual layouts for
otherwise similar questions.  Dillman, et al. (2005) writes
about the use of multi-media effects in Web surveys, the
lack of context in not seeing the entire survey or being
able to flip backward and forward through the instrument,
and the sophisticated possibilities for branching in Web
surveys.  (Also see Couper, M.P, et al., 2005.)  We

recommend familiarizing yourself with the new research
literature and making strong use of pre-testing to see
where you need to make questionnaire design adaptations
for the Web context.

In addition, the famous information design specialist
Edward Tufte points out that, contrary to what one might
think, a much smaller amount of information can be
displayed on a Web screen compared to a piece of
paper.   Keep in mind that because of all the headers and
footers provided by Windows applications, sometimes as
little as one-third of the screen might have your
questionnaire on it.

Choosing HTML Software and Format
We have been involved in Web projects that rely on

many kinds of software to program the HTML, for example,
Macromedia’s ColdFusion and Dreamweaver,
SurveyMonkey, or Websurveyor®.  Each program has its
own complexities, and can be adequately customized if

Table 9
Thoughts about Software
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the programmer is willing to take the time.  Now is the
time to start thinking about the important fact that a
programmer is generally just a programmer, not a survey
research and questionnaire design specialist or a graphic
designer.  No software will get you what you need if the
survey researcher doesn’t take the time to work closely
with the programmer. For example, you can’t assume
that the programmer and survey researcher speak the
same language with regards to coding, layout, or output
format.  More will be discussed on this in the next section.

Technical Issues of Turning a Survey Questionnaire
into a Web Survey

If you are doing the programming yourself, start by
reviewing the basics of questionnaire design.  (Dillman’s
book, Mail and Internet Surveys: The Tailored Design
Method, is still the “bible.”)  Then seek any help you might
need on graphic design for the Web from a webmaster
or s omeone i n a  publications or g raphic d esign
department. Think carefully about how you will analyze
the questions at the end to help you program the skip
patterns correctly.

In the previous section, we mentioned that the
programmer and survey researcher/data analyst don’t
necessarily share an understanding of data technicalities.
After all, the programmer’s job ends when the survey
administration is completed; this is when the analyst’s
job begins. As an example, in one project the survey
researcher indicated very specifically that dichotomous
variables were to be coded as 1=yes, and 2=no (wanting
to avoid a situation where the programmer used 1=yes
and a ssigned “ no” t o b lank). The p rogrammer u sed
dichotomous codes, but relied on a programmer’s default
of 1=yes and 0=no (and didn’t change the codebook!).
This problem may have been avoided if the researcher
had thought like a programmer as in our experience, it is
more difficult for a programmer to think like a data analyst.

In several projects, we have seen problems at the
analytic stage with a question that involves a skip pattern
followed by a “mark all that apply” type variable.

If Q.2.a. or Q.2.b. weren’t marked, the programmer
assigned their values as blank, and, thus, their responses

could not be distinguished from those who were guided
to skip the question; the analyst will need to do some
post-survey programming to an alyze this correctly.
However, another option is to change the question format
of Q.2. from multiple-select to single-select. Now each
person completing this section will have a response to
each variable (no or yes), while persons skipping both
Q.2.a. and Q.2.b. will be assigned to blank or missing for
each variable, or, better yet, to a distinct code such as
99.

Here are some general technical issues to consider:

1. You must decide if the respondents will be required
to respond to any or all of the questions. Requiring
anyone to respond to the survey as a whole as well
as individual questions often does not fit with the
university’s ethos. It also might conflict with
instructions you receive from your Human Subjects
Review Committee. (See Privacy Issues, page 8)
In addition, with certain populations, it could simply
annoy the respondents.  However, a required
response might be necessary for proper coding of
skip patterns.

2. Create the survey as multiple pages with a submit
button at the end of each section, and not as one
long page.  This helps the respondent easily navigate
through the survey. In addition, each individual page
can be submitted (and captured) when completed,
which will prevent the loss of data if the respondent
doesn’t finish the entire survey or if the system
crashes.

3. You must decide if respondents will be able to exit
and re-enter the survey, and if yes, whether or not
they will be able to change any or all of their
responses. If the survey is created as multiple pages
(as described above), one method might be to
allow the respondents to re-enter the survey at the
last unfinished page, and allow them to enter and
change their responses going forward (but not the
pages already submitted).  Be sure the respondents
know whether they can exit and re-enter the survey.

Example:
1. Do you have children living with you?

�  Yes     �  No  (skip to Q.3.)

2. Please mark all the age categories in which
you have children living with you?
a.  Infant to 4 years �

b.  5 to 9 years (etc.) �

Example:
1. Do you have children living with you?

�  Yes     �  No  (skip to Q.3.)

2. Do you have any children living with you
in any of these age categories?
a.  Infant to 4 years �No � Yes
b.  5 to 9 years (etc.) �No � Yes
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4. Pre-determine the target population’s technical
knowledge about the survey subject. You might want
to consider providing a pop-up glossary of terms
that opens in a new window.

Example: “What percentage of your monthly after-
tax budget do you spend on your housing?”  [Pop-
up definition: “Monthly After-Tax Budget: all monies
available to you to spend on housing, food, books,
insurance, social activities, health, clothing, etc.”]

5. Select a graphic design template that is emblematic
of survey sponsor’s image or the image of the college
or university.
� Choose a distinctive color scheme and appropriate

fonts for headers and question text.  Get help
from a professional graphic designer, if necessary.

� Consider shading alternate rows in big grids of
questions.

� Web pages should have margins on all sides to
make the page readable.

6. Take time to be sure the programmer understands
the questionnaire in order to program skip patterns
correctly. In addition, make sure the programmer
understands the different types of questions.  (See
codebook example, Table 10.)

7. Create the survey as multiple pages, and not as one
long page. This helps the respondent navigate
through the survey more easily.  In addition, each
individual page can be submitted (and captured)
when completed, which will prevent the loss of data
if the respondent doesn’t finish the entire survey if
the system crashes.

8. The survey designer should provide a codebook or
data dictionary of survey questions and possible
responses for programmer to work with.  (See Table
10.)

9. Obtain or create a print copy of the final Web survey
for inclusion in a survey report and for historical
record.  It may be especially important to get a paper
copy if the survey resides on a server that is not
under the control of the survey group (e.g., another
university office, an outside consultant).

Note that Web software packages generally do not
provide a pretty print copy—what looks fine on the Web
may not print well in hard copy.  Although time-consuming,
we find that it works well to copy each question, one at a
time, from the Web browser, and paste it into a blank
Word document with your desired header and footer.
Then adjust the formatting accordingly—line and column
widths, borders, disabling all macros that are pasted in,
and deleting extraneous characters that were created by
macro functions.

Here is an example of a fully-documented codebook.

Administering the Web Survey

Technical Issues of Administering the Web Survey
There are many small, but important, decisions to be

made about how to administer the survey.  It is important
that these decisions be tailored to the culture and style
of your university, or to the standards of your office.
Remember that your ethos should guide your systems;
don’t let your system defaults force you to change your
standards!

Pre-Testing
Pre-testing takes time, but it is an important step.  It’s

akin to always asking for references—even if you have
never had any problems, you know that it’s inevitable
that you will some day if you don’t ask for them.  Similarly,
you should always have someone from the population
you are surveying look at the questionnaire with fresh
eyes and provide comments.

Privacy Issues
There are two sides to the privacy issues.  The biggest

privacy issue is vis a vis the respondents.  Every school
has a Human Subjects Review Committee/Institutional
Review Board (IRB) set up to review all types of projects
involving human subjects. Human Subjects Review is
very prominent for projects and experiments conducted
by a Medical School or department of Psychology. In our
experience, many schools, exempt administrative surveys
from Human Subjects Review. It is important to determine
the position of your specific IRB.  We found the Harvard

Q1. W ho o wns y our h ousing?  ( Single select
question. Option codes: 1,2, blank. )

� Harvard owned
� Privately owned (Skip to Q4.)

What resources did you use to find your current
housing?  (Check all that apply.) ( Multiple select
question.  For each response, option codes 0,1, 99
(intentionally skipped))
Q2a. � Residence Halls application ( Skip to Q5.)
Q2b. � Harvard Housing Office ( Skip to Q5. )
Q2c. � Other (Continue with Q3.)

Q3. If you selected ‘Other,’ please specify: ( Text
response question.)

Table 10
Example of Codebook, and Diff erent Types

of Survey Questions
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Table 11
Administering the Web Survey
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IRB very helpful for determining the appropriate language
to be used in e-mail communications.

The second privacy issue is for consultants you might
use.  It is important to have a clear agreement regarding
the capture, storage, and destruction of the survey data
with any survey research or Web-programming
consultants.  Some schools also require survey research
consultants to have Human Subjects Review Certification.
(This can be done over the Web at the National Institute
of Health Web site 4.)

It is also important to clarify Web-programming
company policies on whether or not they append
advertising for their product to your survey.

For privacy purposes, all survey data should be stored
on a secure server.

Table 12
Pre-Testing

Table 13
Privacy Issues:  A Harvard Example *

Survey Incentives
With a paper survey, the administrator can include an

actual object in the mailing. Fairly recently, in the
commercial world, the “going rate” was still $1 or $5.
Dillman always stressed that pre-payment was more
powerful than post-payment (after completing the survey).
However, we are not aware of pre-payment as a norm for
university surveys.

A number of schools we are familiar with received
good boosts in survey response from offering creative
and desirable gift incentives.  A clever way to combine an
incentive to complete the survey with an incentive to
respond quickly is to have those who complete the survey
early entered multiple times into a lottery.  The introduction
could say something like:
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Complete the survey by Tuesday and be entered into
the gift lottery 10 times!

Complete the survey by Thursday and be entered into
the gift lottery 5 times!

This technique has been used with student surveys
and alumni surveys. It does not seem particularly
appropriate for a survey of the faculty or parent population.
Let the culture of your school be your guide as to when
incentives are and are not appropriate.

One caveat:  One research study on incentive usage
showed that although there was a significant difference
in response rates when an incentive was offered, in fact,
the response rate difference was minimal and was a
small impact on the substantive findings. This brings up
the question as to whether time and money should be
spent on awarding prizes, or on other efforts to improve
response rates. (Porter and Whitcomb, 2004.) (Note: this
research study used a survey in which participants had
little personal reason in which to participate; findings may
be different for a more cogent popular topic.)

Table 14
Incentives

Communication and Technical Support
Hopefully, if something goes wrong with the survey

administration, it will be something technical that you can
control and correct.

1. Here is a short laundry list of things that could go
wrong:

� the links don’t work
� the recipient does not know how to download

needed software
� there are server problems when sending out too

many bulk e-mails at once; (possible solution:
send e-mails in waves)

� the server could crash while the respondent is
logged in

� the respondent’s computer doesn’t have enough
memory to load survey

� the survey looks out of alignment on respondent’s
computer.

� the large numbers of e-mails sent to non-university
e-mail addresses could be blocked by the
recipients’ internet service providers; (same
solution as above: send e-mails out in waves)

2. The survey instrument should prominently display
the phone number and/or e-mail address of a
technical contact person for respondents who
encounter pro blems with Web administration.
Respond promptly to every inquiry. Rule of thumb:
respond to every query within 1 business day, if not
sooner. The technical support person should
document the problems and summarize for the
project manager.

3. Some respondents will write personal notes about
the survey content to the technical contact. These
comments should be forwarded to the project
manager to be read.

4. Surveys sent to incorrect or outdated e-mail
addresses will be returned.  The technical support
person should catalog this because it affects the
calculation of the response rate.

Output of Survey Data
If the programming was done correctly (skips and

assignment of missing values), this step is almost a non-
step. One of the great advantages of Web surveys is
immediate access to a final (or even interim) dataset.  In
Section II.8. we talked about the importance of the survey
researcher and programmer speaking the same language.
Here’s another example: be sure to explicitly tell the
programmer that you want data values output as numeric
and not as text (i.e., ‘1-2-3,’ and not ‘Always - Sometimes
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- Never’); there is a choice of output format in many
programs.

Reportage
Don’t let anyone tell you that all they need are the

frequencies and that no report is necessary!  The
frequencies and means are still just data, and not yet
useful information.  Here are some suggestions for ways
to develop your analysis and make your project results
useful now and in the future.

End Note
Dillman describes a successful survey in the context

of s ocial e xchange t heory a s a  t rusting r elationship
between surveyor and respondent where the ultimate
rewards of the survey outweigh the costs of responding
(Dillman, 2000, p.14-24).  Through excellent survey design
and a smooth (Web) administration, we act to reduce the
survey cost to the respondents by making it easy and,
hopefully, interesting, for them to participate.  In each

Table 15
Questions about Survey Analysis, and Reportage

project, we received at least one response that says,
“thank you for asking.”  We learned that a positive
encounter with respondents from the school community
is, in itself, a desirable outcome of the survey project, in
addition to providing information needed for decision-
making.

Endnotes
1 Formerly of Harvard Planning and Allston Initiative
2 Formerly of Harvard Office of Instructional

Research and Evaluation, Faculty of Arts and
Sciences

3 For a review of many of the methodological issues
in survey design that were considered with one of
the Harvard surveys, as well as a copy of the 2001
Harvard Graduate Student Survey on Housing and
Transportation, see Harvard Business School Case
9-505-059: Wathieu, Luc, The Harvard Graduate
Student Housing Survey, (http://
www.hbsp.Harvard.edu)

4 As of November 2006, http://206.102.88.10/
nihtraining/ohsrsite/cbt/cbt.html.
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